Data Protection Cloud

One Solution. Protects All Your Mobile Data.

Data Protection Cloud (DPC) is an enterprise-grade direct-to-cloud backup solution that protects desktops, laptops, smartphones, tablets, and physical servers all in one solution.

With DPC you can:
- Protect your business from data theft and loss, wherever data lives
- Reduce hardware, software and bandwidth costs
- Reduces backup complexity

What Makes DPC Different?

DPC protects your business data regardless of location, device or environment. You can securely and easily protect road warriors, branch offices and headquarters regardless of OS type or cloud deployment – public, private or hybrid. Combining the power of the cloud with intelligent software is how DPC manages everything simply and easily while removing expensive hardware and multiple software solutions from the endpoint equation.
DPC is software that backs-up your business data directly to the cloud and can do it across all laptops, smartphones, tablets and servers at any time (even when users aren’t in the office). DPC moves data fast and reliably to and from the cloud using Infrascale’s WAN optimization technology reducing bandwidth costs. DPC has source side and target side data deduplication along with intra-file deduplication to reduce the cost of cloud storage.

Centralized dashboard simplifies data protection across offices and devices.

Protect mixed environments, including physical and virtualized data and 100+ operating systems (Windows & Mac).

Military-grade encryption: encryption in transit, encryption at rest.
Infrascale’s Data Protection Cloud has always been built to meet the needs of businesses and organizations that handle sensitive information. With DPC, you can tick most of the regulatory boxes and proactive compliance capabilities to ensure that you stay ahead of potential data risks across all of your end-user data sources:

- HIPAA
- Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)
- FINRA
- PCI

For many IT organizations, protecting mobile devices and laptops for remote users and branch offices is a major headache. Often, branch offices don’t have enough technical staff to deal with backup and recovery chores -- this can leave data exposed and unprotected. Mobile devices are not always connected and are difficult to manage.

- Quick and easy setup of offices, departments, and users
- Automatically mass deploy backup agents to branch office desktop and laptops
- Manage all your connected devices from one online dashboard

These days, most businesses have mixed environments and support a variety of operating systems. The key to protecting everything is OS support and deployment flexibility.

- Supports the most popular operating systems
- Protect physical servers, workstations, laptop fleets, and mobile devices
- Choose where you send your data: our cloud, your cloud, or any cloud

Companies face lots of complex challenges: shifting data privacy requirements, increasing data security threats, ever growing amounts of data and increasing mobile workforce. This situation calls for a simple, complete approach that delivers data privacy and security, while providing a good user experience.

- Geo-locate lost or stolen devices and remote wipe them to protect intellectual property
- Ensure no one can access or decrypt your data with UltraSafe Private Key Encryption
- All data, from every device, is always encrypted and kept private from end-to-end

Discover A New Approach to Direct-to-Cloud Backup

PROTECTING ROAD WARRIORS & BRANCH OFFICES

COMPLETE PROTECTION WITHOUT DISRUPTION

SECURE YOUR BUSINESS DATA

Regulatory Compliance
Infrascale Data Centers

It is important for our partners and customers to know where their data is going, and it’s essential to be able to choose where to host your data. Infrascale data centers are located around the world in the following locations for our partners and customers to choose from:
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About Infrascale

Infrascale is a provider of the most powerful disaster recovery solution in the world. Founded in 2006, the company aims to give every company the ability to recover from a disaster - quickly, easily and affordably. Combining intelligent software with the power of the cloud is how Infrascale cracks the disaster recovery cost barrier without complex, expensive hardware enabling any company to restore operations in minutes with a push of a button. Infrascale equips businesses with the confidence to handle the unexpected by providing less downtime, greater security, and always-on availability.

Each year, Gartner identifies new Cool Vendors in key technology areas and publishes a series of research reports highlighting these innovative vendors and their products and services. Infrascale has been designated as a Cool Vendor for Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery for 2015.
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